PROFILE

WHY CARBON60
HIGHLIG HTS

18

YEARS IN BUSINESS

SOC 2 Type II
COMPLIANT HOSTING

Agile & Flexible
CORE SERVICE VALUES

5+ Years

TYPICAL CUSTOMER TENURE

NPS Program

You crave to be a Big Fish in a smaller pond.
It’s time to work with Carbon60 for end-toend managed hosting services. Here’s why:
IN-DEPTH MANAGED CLOUD HOSTING
Carbon60 is an award-winning managed hosting provider
based in Canada. We deliver end-to-end IT infrastructure
and application hosting solutions for organizations that
cannot afford to be down - ever. We collaborate with you to
understand your specific application profile, audience
metrics and risk tolerance to build the optimal platform for
you. We focus on designing, building and scaling your cloud
solution, so you can focus on growing your business.
EXPERIENCED & TRUSTED
We manage clouds for customers spanning an array of
verticals including financial services, healthcare, media and
public sector. From high-traffic customer-facing web
applications to critical back-office systems for enterprise
applications, we deliver managed infrastructure solutions
with the right balance of governance and agility.

CLIENT EXPERIENCE CULTURE
WHITE GLOVE SERVICE, SECOND TO NONE
While the technology behind our solutions is crucial, the key
reason that our customers select and stay with Carbon60 is
for our high-touch, responsive, customer-first approach.
Something we call our White Glove Service Model.
Our top priority is to know your business, your team and
your applications, so that we can deliver the ideal customer
experience for you. We become a true partner to your IT
organization, nurturing long-lasting relationships based on
responsiveness, security and trust.

Carbon60 is an IDC MarketScape 2016 Major Player…on the
rise, and a firm to watch. Its white glove service model has
enabled Carbon60 to win business. I n t e r n a t i o n a l D a t a C o r p o r a t i o n ( I D C )
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OFFERINGS
Managed Hosting Solutions to Accelerate Your Cloud Journey.
M ANAGED HYB RI D
CLOUD SOLUTI ONS

MANAGED HYBRID CLOUD
HOSTING SOLUTIONS

Running your business is a daily challenge already
without having to keep up and plan for the latest
technologies. Carbon60 takes this headache away as
we build solutions for you based on the ideal
infrastructure platform suitable for your particular
use case and manages it 24x7 backed by
comprehensive SLAs and responsiveness.

ENTERPRISE CONTENT
M ANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS

PROFESSI ONAL
SERVICES &
CONSULTI NG

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
& CONSULTING
The journey to the cloud is not a simple task.
Navigating between on-premise, private and public
cloud models and securing all the elements effectively
takes significant effort and skills to pick the ideal path.
Carbon60 takes a holistic approach to assess your
current state and desired future state for your
infrastructure combined with your broader
technology and business drivers to recommend and
implement the ideal solution. Here’s how we can help
accelerate your transformation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud Assessment & Strategy
Cloud & Data Centre Migration
Cost Optimization
Security Threat & Risk Assessment
Application Maintenance & Optimization
Custom Application Performance Testing

LEARN MORE
To find out more about our solutions and how Carbon60
can help manage your IT infrastructure, contact us for a
discussion at 1-888-227-2666 or sales@carbon60.com

carbon60.com

Carbon60 Private Cloud
Secure, resilient and compliant hosted private clouds
built on enterprise-grade compute and storage
provides your applications with committed resources
for predictable workloads in top-tier Canadian data
centres.
Managed Public Cloud
For your variable workloads and applications,
Carbon60 applies our disciplined approach to manage
your IT environment securely on AWS or Azure in
global cloud nodes. We remove the complexity of
cloud management and optimize your workloads.
Managed Hybrid Cloud
The ideal approach for many organizations may be a
hybrid one that leverages a combination of our
private cloud and the public cloud. Carbon60 helps
you take a measured approach to weighing the
benefits, risks and costs to find the optimal balance.

ENTERPRISE CONTENT
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Carbon60’s roots are in designing and managing highvisibility web infrastructure platforms for customers
across several verticals.
Enterprises and digital marketing agencies strive to
deliver flawless experiences to their audience. We use
our performance and security oriented approach and
our DevOps team to deliver secure open source CMS
hosting platforms like WordPress and Drupal to bring
digital experiences to life.
We understand and thrive on the pressure to deliver
high-performance web properties that can’t afford to
go down. This is built into our operations philosophy.
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